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My favorite part of the wax 

carving process is the transformation—

the piece comes alive when it breaks free 

of the wax slab and becomes a completely 

new form. Last month I offered up tips for 

quickly transferring a design onto a piece 

of wax for carving. This month, I’ll dem-

onstrate how to easily carve the flower 

design in wax.

1. Once you’ve transferred the design to 

the wax, use a trimmer with cylinder burs 

to trim up to (but not over) your layout 

lines. Start with a large bur but switch to 

a smaller bur to get into tight areas.

2. With an onglette graver and 00 cut bar-

rette needle file, clean up the corners of 

the design, filing perpendicular to the 

surface of the wax so the silhouette remains 

the same as you start carving the surface. 

3. Use an onglette graver to make stop cuts 

on the outside of each petal. These cuts are 

to set the depth of the lower areas. They’ll 

help you to not overcut into the high edge 

of the petal and also help maintain the 

shape of each petal. Go over the cuts sev-

eral times to make them almost as deep as 

you want the lowest spot of each petal. 

4. For this flower design, I used a round 

wax bur to make each petal concave. A 

fast speed and light touch will yield the 

best results.
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5. With a rounded wax-carving tool, scrape 

the concave surfaces. Pick a carver that 

best matches your desired radius. Vary 

your angle of approach while scraping to 

get a smooth surface.

6. Use a double-ended wax file to thin out 

and round the back of the flower.

7. With the corner of a carving knife, smooth 

out any file marks and finesse the form.

8. Smaller carvers can be used to clean any 

tight areas.

9. Use a larger carver to make each petal 

smooth. Make sure you support the wax 

wherever you are applying pressure to 

ensure that you don’t break it.

10. Check the thickness of the wax us-

ing a degree gauge. If you want to take  

a mold and reproduce the piece, I rec-

ommend making the pattern not less 

than 1 mm thick. While it is possible to 

cast thinner pieces, it is difficult to get a 

good wax injection if the piece is too 

thin. Also, for the best casting, make the 

wall thicknesses even and avoid cross 

sections that go from thick to thin to 

thick abruptly, as this can cause porosity 

in your casting.

Kate Wolf has been carving wax and making 
jewelry for 35 years. In addition to teaching 
workshops, Wolf develops tools for jewelers 
(wolftools.com).
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11. Go over all the surfaces with a medium 

knife-edge felt wheel to remove the tool 

marks. (To prep the felt wheel, go over it 

with a wax file to soften the surface and 

then use a razor blade to cut V notches out 

of the edge—these will allow you to get 

into tight areas.) Switch off between wax 

carvers, degree gauge, and felt wheel until 

the surfaces are smooth and at the desired 

thickness. A few extra minutes finessing 

the wax model will save you cleanup time 

and metal weight on your casting. u


